Data cache prefetchiiig i s an effective technique to iin.prove perfomz.aiice of cache m.enioi-ies: whenever the prefetc1iin.g al.gorithm is able to coi-rectly predict useful data to be prefetched. To this aim, adequate inforniation. on the program's data locality must be used by the prefetc1zin.g algorithm. In. particular, multimedia applico.tions are characterized by a substan,tial amount of iin.age and uideo processing, which exhibits spatial 1oca.lity in both the diniensi0n.s of the 2 0 data structures used for images and frames. However, in midtim.edia programs many m.emory references are made also to n.on.-image .data, characterized by standard spatial locality. In. this work, we explore the adoption of differen.t prefetching techniques in dependence of th.e data type (i.e., image nn.d non-image), thus making it possible to time the prefetching algorithms to the different forms of locality, and achieving overall performance optim.ization.. I n order to preuent interference between, th.e two d.ifferent data types, a split cache .with two separaied caches for image and nora-image data is also evaluated as an alternative to a standard unified cache. Results on a nzultamedia workload show that standard prefetching techn.iqu.es such as 0n.e-block-lookahead and the Stride Predict.ion. Table are effective for stmdard data, while i m e l 2 0 prcfetchin.g tech.niques perfonn best on image data. I n addition, at a parity of size, unified cach,es offer in genei.al better performance that split caches, th.an.k to the m.ore flexible allocation of a u,nifierl cache space.
ZD spatial locality dominat.es memory access to image data. Nevertheless, profiling the memory reference traces shows t,ha,t many other memory a.ccesses are made to non-image data., interleaved with image accesses. Non-image data me mainly generic data structures which undergo standard (1D) spatial locality. As a consequence, data type exhibiting different spatial locality are mixed in MPEG computation.
Amongst the inariv techniques proposed in the literature for optimizing memory performance, cache prefetching has been proven one of t.he most. effective [15] [19] [18] . hkny recent works on cache prefetching address in particular "&media workloads, due to the increasing spread of multimedia coniputing [I91 [20] [4]> proving effica.cy of cache prefetching also in this area. However, none of these proposa.ls has explicitly given evidence to the different. form of spat,ial locaiity domina.t.ing image a i d non-image memory references. In this paper, we aim to demonstrate t,hat adopting different cache prefetching techniques for different clat,a types can result in a (further) performance improvement .
To this aiiii, we propose to use different prefetchiiig tecliniques for image and noli-image data, in order to exploit the 2D spa.t,ia.l locality of the former while preserving the sta.ndard locality of the latter. 111 tlie rest of the paper we first. outline related works (section 2) and the inultiniedia workload considered (section 3). In sect,ioii 4 prefet.ching t,echniques are clescribed a.nd, in particular, a technique oriented t.0 2D spatial locality (named neighbor prefekhing) is depicted. Section 5 describes results coinparing datadependent, prefetching and standard prefekhing in ternis of memory a.ccess time (sa.ved) and speedup, and finally discusses different. approaches with unified and split caches.
Related Works
Cache prefetching has been widely explored to improve effect,iveness of cache memoi-ies, based 011 In tlie following, we address in particular hardware prefetching techniques rather than software ones since these techniques are less invasive in compilers' design and can take advaiit,age of run-time information [19] [17) [2] ; the larger amount of hardware functiona.libies required seeins not to be a problem anymore, tha.iik to impressive advances in circuit. iiitegratioii technology.
The basic. prefetching niethod is known as One-Block-Lookahead (OBL) [15] (also called always prefetch in a more recent work froni Tse and Smith [17] ). With OBL1 every t,ime a reference to block i k made, a lookup in the cache is issued for block i + 1; if the block is absent, it, is prefetched. The assumption of OBL is that, t,hank t.0 the spatial locality, block i + 1 has a high probability to be referenced in the near future, and that scheduling its prefetching on the first reference to block i grants adequate timeliness to its load in the cache. Based on shnilar assumptions of lookahead loca.lit#y, other more recent proposals have been presented. Stream buffers [19] [9] [13] prefetch one or more blocks following block i in another level of the memoq hierarchv? i.e. the stream buffer. These assumptions are correct, and testified by many simulations, especially when arrays are accessed. They hold for ima.ge data too, when pixels of an image or a video frame a.re evaluated and processed one by one in raster-scan niode (i.e., rowby-row). Nevertheless, when pixels are processed in a dah-dependent, order such as in MPEG processing, prefetcliing performance can be improved with respect to lookaliead-only prefetching, since locality in the image vertical direction can also be exploited.
In contrast with lookahead techniques, ot.her prefetcliing techniques adapt tlie block reference prevision to recent references history, achieving effective results for programs with regular memory access schemes. The most basic prefetching dgorithm computes the stride, i.e. the address difference bet.ween t,he last two memory references made by a. same instruction: and a.dds it to t,he address of the last. memory reference in order to obtain block prevision. Fu and Pate1 in [5] proposed the use of an associative niemoF: called the Stride Prediction Table ( SPT), to store stride information.
Chen and Baer in [2] proposed t,he use of a Reference Prediction Table (RPT) ; similar to the SPT, but with the addition of a state machine to determine if the predict.ion can be trust.ed (correct) or not (iucorrect). Ot.her proposa,ls combine static (and adaptive block reference prevision in order t o receive benefits from both the approaches: in 114, a stride predictor is combined with a stream buffer and a voting'scheme is used to decide whether the stream buffer or the st.ride predictor iiiust be used. Eventmlly, other authors proposed inore coinplicated forms of prevision adaptivity [SI, but. we judge them t.0 be t.oo demandiiig in hardware resources and thus still infeasible to be implemented in practice.
In many papers, general-purpose benchmarks have been used for perfoima.nce evaluation, but, recently, cache prefetching t>echniques have been evaluat.ed also for some mult.iinedia progra.ms$ since they are beconling inore and more reference applications interhcing with a. inultiniedia processor. Stride prediction is an attractive solut,ion, since maay miiltimedia image processing programs are regular. Nevertheless, some are not, since the computation is datadependent. Typical examples are contour-tracing algorithms. region-growing segmentem or labeling operators: used to .extract visua.1 objects from .images (visual 0bject.s are used in MPEG-4). In these cases, even stride-baqed techiiiques are not. adequate: as we will show in this pa.per, t,heir perforinance can be outperformed by some specific techniques optimized for prefetching iniage d a h .
Commonly, programs are characterized by different forms of data locality, and wrying the caching strategies for the different data types can result in substantial peiforinance improvement. In [6]: Gonzalez et al. proposed the use of a split a c h e for data wit.11 different locality. Similarly, in [ 1 I] Milutinovic et al. proposed the use of a split cache for data wit.11 temporal locality only and wit,h spatio-t,emporal locdity. In t,liis work, we further advance this idea t.0 multimedia. program by proposing the use of a single, unified data. cache and different prefetching strat,egies for image data: exhibiting st.rong 2D spatial locality, and ot,her, non-image data. Furthermore: a, performance comparison between t,he unified cache and a split, ca.che is analyzed in det.ai1.
Description of the MPEG workload
MPEG standards are widely adopted in "dimedia. for image and video encoding, and are therefore a suitable benchmark for performance evaluation of multimedia progranls. In this work, we analyze cache prefetchiiig performance on MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 decoders: since these program are spread in use nowadays for movie a.nd video playing.
MPEG-2 is targeted t,o video compression of videos with variable frame rate and size. MPEG-2 decoding consists of several st,eps, of which t.he two comput,ationally heaviest are motion compensat.ion and IDCT. These steps operate on image blocks (8 x 8 pixels) and inacroblocks (16 x 16 pixels), thus exhibiting a strong 2D dat,a locality. MPEG-2 decoding typically carries a significant number of cache inisses [I91 1161, obviously depencling on the frame size and cache paraniet.ei-s. A large part of t.hese inisses are compulsory, if no prefetching is used; however, the large 2D localiby causes a number of conflict misses as well. The number of inisses depends also on the video sequence content (wea,ldy) and on the actual decoding software (strongly): in the experiinent,s, we have used a typical t,est. sequence ("Flower Garden"), with 61 fra,mes of 3.52 s 288 pixels; the software used is the MPEG-2 video decoder from t,he MSSG (h4PEG Software Siniulat.ion Group).
MPEG-4 is a much broader st.andard than MPEG-2, aiming to support not only video compression but also interactive multimedia and interact.ive graphics in a large range of bit-rates and qua1it.ies. MPEG-4 has introduced the concept of units of audio, visual or audiovisual coiit,eiit, called "inedia 0bject.s". These media object,s ca.n be of natural or synthetic origin, are coded separately. and can be described, multiplexed, synchronized and interacted wit,h inside a. single scene. Therefore, the coinplexity of an MPEG-4 decoder is intrinsically much higher tha.n that of an MPEG-2 one. This is confirmed by our tests, where the number of memory references at a. parit.y of frame size proves at least one order of inagnitude greater. Obviously, t,his ratio depends much on the software implementation of decoders and can vaiy with opt,imization. In the experin1eiit.s 011 MPEG-4, we have used a typical test sequence ("Dancer'!), with 250 frames of 352 x 288 pixels; t,he software used is t.he MoMuSys MPEG-4 video decoder from the ISO/UNI reference iinpleinentation. For bot,li decoders, siniula.tions have been performed by collecting all t,races of program execution on a Spmc RISC processor using a tracer [7] able to trace all run-t,ime ineinory references. Tra.ces are compressed on-t,he-fly into a compressed trace format (size of t.race files is a critical issue), and t.hen processed by using our simulator: called PRIMA (PRefetching Improves Multimedia Applications). The sindat,or is written in C++ running on a Unix plat,forni, providing support for prefetching, split data. caches, and accurate execut,ion time analysis. Due bo the la.rge riuinher of memory references, results for the PIPEG-I test sequence have been report,ecl for a shorter sequence of four frames.
Data prefetching strategies for multimedia programs
In this paper, we propose a method to improve performance of cache prefekhing on the described MPEG benchmark. The main idea is to differentiatme the prefetching t,echniques used for the image da.ta from those used for non-image dat,a. To this aiml in this sect,ion we first describe how the compiler can identify image da.ta and tra.nsmit this information to the prefetching unit; then we briefly describe t,he main st,andard prefetching t.echniques, point,ing out t.heir limit.at,ioiis in exploitiiig t,he 2D spatial locality of ima,ge data.; eventually, a technique able t20 overcome t,hese limitations and better exploit the 2D spatial locality is proposed.
The interaction between the compiler and the prefetching unit
The compiler must qualib ea.ch inemorj reference as either addressing image or non-image data, and for each image reference it. inust provide the prefetching unit. with the image row size in bytes. In general, the conipiler can extra.ct this information from variable declarations. Although it inight be possible for a programmer to use I-D array variables to store 2-D images, this ought. t.0 be considered bad programming st,yle in inodern progra.mniing 1angua.ges. such as C, C++, and Java. Therefore, t8he request,ed information can in general be extracted by analysis of variable type at declaration.
The extracted information must then be transferred to the prefetching niechaiiism: this can be done in different ways, depending whether prefetching is iinpleineiited in software or in harclware. In a. softwa.re implementation, it would be st,raightfoiward to insert the prefetch instructions immediately a.fter t.he image references. However, a software implenientation ca.rries the following limitations: first., for data-dependent. algorithms? it is possible to c0mput.e t.he iiieiiiory address of prefetcli references only at run-tiiiie, <and this will slow down the prefet,ching mechanism; second: if the prefetzhing policy varies in dependence of the iiiiage reference, extra instructions will be needed to differentiate the prefetcl~ng policy, carrying further delays which inay coinpromise t,he overall effectivenes of prefetching, in particular for fast L1 caches. Instead, we propose to implement the prefetching unit in hrtrdwa.re in tlie following way: every time an image variable is allomted, its address range and row size are stored in a dedicated hble in memory by way a procedure call (please notice that this event. is rare, reasonably in the order of tens per pr0gra.m execution). At each memory reference, the memory address is compared with those stored in the table, in order to stat.e whether t,liis is an image reference or not, and its row size -extract,ed.
i Standard prefetching techniques
The standa.rd prefetching techniques we used in the experinleiits to the purpose of comparison are OBL and stride prefetching based on the SPT (SPT for ghort-in tlie following). OBL is based on a static address prevision, while SPT exploits address prevision adaptation. In OBL prefetching, every time a memory reference is made; a lookup in the cache is performed for the block t1ia.t follows the currently referenced one in iiieniory. If we call A0 the current address and B(A0) the curreiit, block address (i.e. the iiieniory address without the LSBs encoding the byte offset inside the block), the block address of the looked-up block is B(.40) + 1 (see Table 1 ). If this block is absent from the cache. its prefetcli is issued. Instead, in adaptive prefetching: if we call S tlie last computed stride, the block address of the looked-up block is B(A0 + S). The rationale of OBL is t.hat useful data may be located in niemory following t.he current. iddress, while adaptive prefetching assunies regu1arit.y in address strides. These assumpt,ions partially hold in typical image processing dgoritliiiis for mukimedia, but do not. consider explicit.ly the vertical locality, which is inst,ead rei+ vant, as proven by tlie experimental results.
Neighbor prefetching
tial locality on image data by neighbor prefetching. By this technique, cache blocks neighboring the cur-
In this paper we propose to exploit. t.lie 2D spa-.
Curr. block address
Prefetch address However? looking up all the %connected ldocks and potent.ially performing iiiore tlian one prefetch at each memory reference may turn into a performance bottleneck. Therefore, two modifications are introduced: first, .a highly efficient lookup niechaaisin, using a niult.iple-port. tag directory and in pipeliniiig with prefetching, limits t,he lookup overhead; second, tlie prefetching of bloclcs does not block execubion, but is instead distributed along a sequence of ineniory references. Let us call block i one of the blocks neigliboring the currently referenced one, with i = 18 (1: equal to 1 for the forward direction a.nd increasing in clockwise order), and let us call sequence asequence of niemoiy references made consecut.ively to a same cache block. Fig. 1 reports the algorithm which is executed at each nieniory reference (please not>ice that. there is no need for explicit initializa.tion of the lastdirection variable, since at the first execution the "then" hra.nch is always taken first). At each memory reference, the algorithm checks if the current reference is either the first or a subsequent reference in the sequence. If this is the first, block 1 is looked up (like in OBL), since it is the block with the highest. static probability of access. If block 1 is absent, it is prefgtched and t.lie algorithm st,ops. Otherwise, the block count,er i is increniented and a new lookup is performed, until one prefetch is actually issued, or all the 8-coimected blocks have been looked up. If this is a subsequent reference, loolcups start from the last direction explored at the previous memory reference. In this way, all the $-connected blocks will be looked up during the sequence and their prefetching accoiiiplislied if needed. but these activities will be distributed along the sequence itself, thus limiting access bottlenecks. The clockwise direction is a heuristic rule tuiied to raster scan processing, where blocks 1 and 2 should be absent from the cache and thus their prefetching ought to be scheduled first.
if first-reference (A0 block) = TRUE then i +-1; The algorithm shown in Fig. 1 is given in a sequential form for t,he sa.lce of c1ahit.y. However, while we still assume t,hat, prefetches can be issued only sequenbially: pa.ralle1 1ia.rdware iinpleinenta.tion of lookups is allowed: which can be outlined as follows: multiple coinput,ation of block addresses and loolcups can be performed in parallel via dedicated adders aiid the multi-ported tag direct.ory (reasonably, from two to four). If one of these lookups will miss, the first block missing will be prefetched in the cache. If furt.her lookups niiss, their blocks will be prefetched on t.he next, memory references; extra status bit.s are required to store the lookup hit/miss conditions a,nd t,he computed block addresses. In ctase none of t.liese lookups will miss, the next groups of lookups will be scheduled? a.iid so on, if needed.
Combining prefetching for image and non-image references
Neighbor prefetching aims to exploit, 2D spatial locality better than other existing prefet.ching techniques. However: being tailored to 2D image da.ta, it might only casually mat,cli t,he locality of non-image data.. Therefore, differentiabing the prefebchiig strategy for t,liese different, d a h t8ypes may achieve the hest, oyerall performance. To this aim, we propose to adopt a. standard prefetcliing t,echnique such OBL or SPT for non-image data. and the neighbour prefet,ching for image c1at.a. Results are reported in the next. section, and compared with those xhievable without prefetxhing and with a single prefetching technique for all data.
Performance analysis of cache
In this secbion, performance are reported in terms of the memory access delay time (RIADT). MADT is the total aniount of t,ime due t.0 delayed memory cycles, i.e. ~ cache misses a.nd prefetching coinpletion, in case prefetching does not. completely overlap with execution. MADT is defined as follows: Tn.frss+(NPF, -OVPF, 
)TPF
In tlie equation, N~~l ,~s -p p , is t.he number of misses t1ia.t. occurs mlieii using t,he i-t.h prefetching technique, aiid NPF, is t,he number of prefetches issued with this same i-th. prefetcliing technique; zjfrss is t,he time required to serve a miss! and TPF is the time required to complete a prefetch. Prefetclies, in general, only partially overlap with execution; 0 V p~~ represents t,he aniouiit of overlap and is coniputed as follows: for each of tlie NPF, prefetches, tlie fract.ion MADT is 8.1-1 effective wa.y to memure performance of cache memoiies, since it covers all aspects iilRuenciiig cache perfornmiice, including act,ual syst.eiii t.imings, while at the same excludes all those which do not, re1at.e with cache performance (lion-idea.lity of the pipeline, time to execute hits aiid non-memoi-y instructions,...); as a consequence of its definition, MADT is zero in t,he case of an ideal cache (hit,s only). The speedup with the i-th prefet,ching t.echnique can be expressed as:
(1)
First, we report result,s for image data only: in order to prove the effect.iveness of neighbor prefetching. Then we show res& for the combined iniage/noii-image approach: the reference architecture is a 64 KB 2way set-associative da.ta cache with 32 byt.es per block.
Eventually we conipare result,s wit,h a 32 ICB + 32 KB split, cache of where image and non-image data are stored sepa,rat.ely.
Performance results on the MPEG-2 decoder
As a first test, we analyze MADT results on a trace generat,ed on MPEG-2 decoder for image data only. Misses on non-image cla.t.a are oniitt,ed, assuming that non-image data. always liit the cache. In this mmner, the effective inipact of the access to 2D dat.a structure is accounted. In Table 2 results are reported (in lo3 clock cycles) for a 32KB cache size. The MADT with "no prefetching" t,echniques accounts for miss penalty only.
No pref. The higk speedup obta.inec1 with whichever prefetcliing techniques denionstra.tes that a good prevision of the future reference blocks allows a tiinely prefetching without pollution. Since MPEG-2 works basically with bloclcs of data with a regular access, both OBL and SPT techniques achieve good performance and exhibit similar speedups. Neighbor prefetching: however: out,perfornis the ot.hers with a MADT speedup of 14.07 on image data. MPEG-2 decoder uses a large amount of non-image data too and t.lierefore we simulat,ed the ca.che behaviow on a unified cache of 64 KB including both t,ypes of da.bs. In Table 3 we show the performance assuming data-t.ype dependent, cache prefetching. (7.621 corner) of Table 3 the performance achieved by using the same prefetching technique for all data are reported. SPT performs slightly better than the OBL technique. Moreover, when no prefetching or just standard prefetching methods are used on image data (first three rows on Table 3 ), adopting prefetching also on lion-ima.ge data does not improve performance considerably.
MADT
On the contmry, <adopting neighbor prefekhing on iniage data. does not, only abate MADT. but achieves a better exploitation of OBL and SPT on the other data. By combining neighbor prefetching on image data wit,h OBL (or SPT) on non-ima,ge da.ta, MADT decreases from 5166. lo3 dow' ii to G79 (or 678) .lo3 clock cycles with a final speedup of 7.61 (or 7.62). This simulation is reasonably implementable in standard ca.che a.rchitecture, just providing a data-type d e pendent prefetching selector.
As final test, we simulated the presence of two separat.ed caches, one €or non-iniage d a h and one for image data, allowing parallel access. Table 4 compares unified versus split cache, reporting MADT va.lues with different prefetching on image data and no prefetching or OBL prefetcliing for lion-image data. Itesults with SPT on non-image d a h are oniitt,ed since are vei-y similar to those shown in Table 4 . Table 4 : MPEG-2 decoder results. MADT (in IO3 clock cycles) on image and non-image data with a unified cache of 64 KB vs. split cache of 32KB+32KB. The prefetching technique used for lion-image data is reported in the first row. Table 4 shows that without prefetching on nonimage data, the split cache achieves the best. performance if neighbor prefetchiiig is adopted for image data. Nevertheless, on average, a unified cache outperforms split cache. This demonstrates that interference between different data types is less important than the possible advantages of a unified allocation space (note that we compared a 32KB + 32KB split cache with a 64 KB unified cache).
Performance results on the MPEG-4 decoder
MPEG-4 decoder is a more severe workload since simulations show that, t,he hL4DT on MPEG-4 decoder is much heavier than on MPEG-2 decoder. In Tables 5 a i d 6, we report MADT for an MPEG-4 test. sequence of 4 frames only versus a NPEG-2 t,est sequence of 61 frames. This is basically due to tlie huge amount of references that. hlPEG-4 decoder genera.t,es, producing large traces and a nuinber of references comparable to the ILIPEG-2 decoder just with 4 frames only.
The initia.1 miss rate and MADT for MPEG-4 is very high and it could benefit more of pot,ent,ial iniprovement offered by prefetching. The speedup with OBL and SPT on image data is less t.han in the case of MPEG-2 decoder. since tlie algorithm is inore coinplex and the access for visual object manipulat.ion is not regular. Instea.d, neighbor prefekhing, in addit.ion t.o being the best performing technique, achieves a very high speedup (35.81); abating MADT. Eveiitudly, we report the coinparisoii between the unified cache and two separat.ed caches, one for each t,ype of data. Table 7 shows tlie MADT results using no prefetching or OBL prefetching for non-image da.ta. Unlike the comparison reported in Table 4 for. t,he BIPEG-2 decoder, in t,he case of MPEG-4, the split ca.clie achieves better performance t,han the unified cache on average, if no prefetching is used on the nonimage data ( Table 7) . This can be justified by the fact that the complexity and intensive memory tra.ffic of the h3PEG-4 algorithm results in a iiiore frequent prefetching issuing. In this case replacements a.nd pollution have a prime role in the overall cache performance and having t,he t$wo caches separated reduces the interference. However, perforinaiice is only slight.ly affected by this behavior.
The same reasoning should be valid in the case of OBL prefetching for the lion-image data ( Table 7) but two considerations must. be made. First, the number of non-image references in t.he MPEG-4 algorithm is very high, larger t.haii the nuiiiber of image references, thus influencing more t,he overall performance. Second, in t.he case of the split cache: the reduction of the number of misses given by OBL on non-image data iniplies a reduction in tlie tiine allowed to issue prefetches in tlie image cache. In fact, in our temporal assuniptions, the prefet,ches and the misses in one cache add time available for t.he prefetching complet,ion in the other cac.he. As a consequence, the prefetches in the image cache are less overlapped with execution due to
Conclusions
In this work, we reported several measures from simulations of data-type dependent prefet,ching techniques on a multimedia work1oa.d. Many tests have been performed, confirming t1ia.t a. speedup improvement, can be achieved only by selecting an a.dequate prefetching technique with respect to the data. access type.
In this work. we proved t,hat advantages are niaximized s-ith a selectfive prefetching, a.dopting neighbor prefet.ching for images (i.e. 2D) and a different technique for lion-ima.ge data. In conclusion, we can summarize that,: (i) the proposed neighbor prefetching outperform the other techniques on image data with a speedup u p to 38.81 for the MPEG-4 decoder; (ii) considering the whole set of memory references (image a.nd non-image) the best, choice for image d a h is still the neighbor. prefetching, using OBL or SPT for lion-image &a; (iii) the best performance is achieved with the combination neighbor-SPT.
From a hardware implementa.tion point, of view, t.he combination neighbor-SPT adds up the requireinent,s of both techniques; instead, in the coinbinatioii neighbor-OBL; the OBL prefetching could be implemented as a subset of the neighbor prefetching, thus making this implementation more via.ble.
The final considerat,ion is that prefetching should always be adopt.er1 for niultimedia workloads, since tlielr exhibit. high miss rates, which mi be drast.ically reduced by prefetching. Thus! an efficient and flexible prefekhing technique is essential to achieve niasiinuin performance improvement.
